Being quarantined is so boring - so I made this Bloody Mary this morning to take the edge off.
From Dilbert at https://dilbert.com/

Monday April 20, 2020  No Handshaking

**S**ORRY, I NO LONGER SHAKE HANDS.

I CAN PRACTICALLY SEE THE VIRAL LOAD ON THAT FILTHY PAW OF YOURS.

YOU CAN'T "SEE" A VIRUS.

HEE-HEE! THAT'S HOW WE GETCHA.

Tuesday April 21, 2020  Coronavirus

I'M WORKING AT HOME TO AVOID THE CORONAVIRUS.

I'LL HAVE TO STAY HERE 24 HOURS A DAY.

I DON'T MIND. THAT'S TRAGIC.

I MEANT TRAGIC FOR ME.

Wednesday April 22, 2020  Stress Can Kill You

YOU HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR FROM THE CORONAVIRUS BUT FEAR ITSELF.

OBVIOUSLY, THE FEAR WILL INCREASE YOUR CORTISOL LEVELS AND DEPRESS YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM SO THE VIRUS CAN FINISH YOU OFF.

NOW I'M SCARED. DEAD MAN WALKING!

Thursday April 23, 2020  Working At Home

DAY ONE OF WORKING FROM HOME

I'M GETTING A LOT DONE.

DAY TWO OF WORKING FROM HOME

IF I GOOFED OFF A LITTLE, WOULD ANYONE KNOW?

DAY THREE OF WORKING FROM HOME

LAME FORT. IT'S VERSION 1.0.
BOLD "PATRIOTS" STORM STATE CAPITALS...

OUR GOVERNOR IS A TYRANT

SET US FREE! (TO MAKE YOU SICK)

GIVE ME A HAIRCUT OR GIVE ME DEATH!

NO STAY AT HOME!

(FOX WE TRUST)

(I HAVE A TEE TIME)

COUGH!

KEEP YOUR FRIENDS CLOSE BUT YOUR ENEMIES CLOSER...

BUT AT LEAST SIX FEET AWAY.
SUPERHEROES

AMERICA COPES WITHOUT PRO SPORTS

WHOA! SUSIE MAKES A BOLD MOVE! THERE! VERY GUTSY! CAN TOMMY MAKE A COMEBACK?
PLAYING CANDYLAND USED TO BE FUN.
I MISS THE COUCH.
How will you respond to COVID-19?

- Denial
- Panic

Alex, I’ll take planning for $500.

It doesn’t look good.

Don’t buy into the media hype.
Best Disinfectant for Coronavirus

Best Disinfectant for Corruption

Soap

Happy Sunshine Week

Government Transparency

Open Records

O Wise One, What is the Path Back to Health and Happiness?

Back Up Six Feet and I’ll Tell You...
I was lonely until I glued a coffee cup onto my car

Now everybody waves at me!

Earth Day April 22, 2020
Love your mother....
MONEY IS JUST PAPER
It has no real value

But this does
PLANETPALS EARTHDAY IDEAS TO MAKE EVERY DAY EARTHDAY!

- make an earthday pledge
- send email greetings
- earthday craft pages
- earthday puzzles
- play earthday games
- start a recycle exchange
- earthday stickers
- earthday recycle kits
- earthday recycle center
- what's going on eco calendar
- planetpals participate in Earth Day
- celebrate peace on earth
- count down to earthday
- world recycles project
- teachers and parents ideas
WE ARE
ONE
NOTHING BUT LOVE HERE

End